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Abstract
Using a geometrically motivated 8-parameter ansatz through the thickness, we reduce a three-dimensional shell-like geome-
trically nonlinear Cosserat material to a fully two-dimensional shell model. Curvature effects are fully taken into account.
For elastic isotropic Cosserat materials, the integration through the thickness can be performed analytically and a generalized
plane stress condition allows for a closed-form expression of the thickness stretch and the nonsymmetric shift of the mid-
surface in bending. We obtain an explicit form of the elastic strain energy density for Cosserat shells, including terms up to
order O(h5) in the shell thickness h. This energy density is expressed as a quadratic function of the nonlinear elastic shell
strain tensor and the bending–curvature tensor, with coefficients depending on the initial curvature of the shell.
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1. Introduction

Nonlinear elastic shell theory is a notoriously difficult subject from the perspective of modelling, analy-
sis and numerical implementation. Some successful research has been devoted to generalizations of the
Reissner–Mindlin kinematics, well known from linear elastic plate models [1]. In his habilitation thesis,
the last author of the present article began the modelling and analysis of so-called nonlinear Cosserat
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shell models, in which a full triad of orthogonal directors, independent of the normal of the shell, is
taken into account [2–5]. As such, these models fall into the class of 6-parameter shell models, proposed
originally by Reissner [6] and presented in the book of Libai and Simmonds [7] as well as in the works
of Pietraszkiewicz and coauthors [8–10] (see also [11, 12]). They are also the preferred models from an
engineering point of view, since the independent rotation field allows for transparent coupling between
shell and beam parts.

The results of [2–4] have been obtained by an 8-parameter ansatz of the deformation through the
thickness and consistent analytic integration over the thickness in the case of a flat undeformed shell ref-
erence configuration. The mathematical approach developed there also allowed for the first existence
proof of minimizers [3, 4, 13]. In this paper, we extend the modelling from flat shells to initially curved
shells. With appropriate changes, taking into account the geometry of the shell, it is possible to use the
same derivation ideas. Our ansatz allows for a consistent shell model up to order O(h5) in the shell thick-
ness. Interestingly, the contributions of order h5 in the shell energy all depend on the initial curvature of
the shell and vanish for a flat shell. In this case, we recover the previously mentioned flat Cosserat shell
model [3]. The h5-contribution does not come with a definite sign, such that the additional terms can be
stabilizing as well as destabilizing, depending on the local shell geometry.

However, all occurring material coefficients of the shell model are uniquely determined from the iso-
tropic three-dimensional Cosserat model and the given initial geometry of the shell. Thus, we fill a cer-
tain gap in the general 6-parameter shell theory, which leaves the precise structure of the constitutive
equations wide open.

In a future contribution we will try to prove the existence of minimizers for our new Cosserat shell
model along the methods outlined in [13].

2 The three-dimensional Cosserat model in curvilinear coordinates

Let Oj � R
3 be the reference configuration of an elastic Cosserat body. The elastic material occupying

the domain Oj is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. A generic point of Oj will be denoted by
(j1, j2, j3). The deformation of the body is described by a vectorial map uj (called deformation) and a
microrotation tensor Rj:

uj : Oj ! R
3, Rj : Oj ! SO(3), ð1Þ

where SO(3) represents the special orthogonal group. We denote by Oc :¼ uj(Oj) the current (deformed)
configuration.

Throughout the paper, we adhere to some common notational conventions: boldface letters denote vectors
and tensors; the Latin indices i, j, k, . . . range over the set f1, 2, 3g, whereas the Greek indices a,b, g, . . .
take the values f1, 2g. We also employ the Einstein summation convention over repeated indices.

Consider a parametric representation

Θ : Oh ! Oj, Θ(x1, x2, x3) = (j1, j2, j3) = jiei, ð2Þ

of the domain Oj, where Θ is a C1-diffeomorphism and Oh � R
3 is the parameter domain. Here, the

domains Oh and Oj are equipped with a right Cartesian coordinate frame with unit vectors ei along the
axes Oxi, see Figure 1. Thus, the domain Oh can be viewed as a ‘‘fictitious flat Cartesian configuration’’
of the body. In view of (2), we can regard (x1, x2, x3) as curvilinear coordinates on Oj. The special form
of the parameter domain Oh and of the parametrization function Θ appropriate to thin shells will be
introduced in the next section.

With respect to these curvilinear coordinates xi (i = 1, 2, 3), we use the covariant base vectors gi and
the contravariant base vectors gi given by

gi =
∂Θ

∂xi

=
∂jj

∂xi

ej, gi =rj xi =
∂xi

∂jj

ej, gj � gi = d
j
i, ð3Þ

where we denote by � the scalar product and d
j
i is the Kronecker symbol. Using the parametrization Θ,

the deformation function u may be written as the composition
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u :¼ uj 8 Θ : Oh ! Oc, u(x1, x2, x3) :¼ uj(Θ(x1, x2, x3)): ð4Þ

The gradient of Θ can be represented as

rxΘ=
∂Θ

∂xi

� ei = gi � ei and (rxΘ)�1 = ei � gi, ð5Þ

where � denotes the diadic product. The polar decomposition of rxΘ is denoted by

rxΘ=Q0U0 = polar(rxΘ)U0, ð6Þ

where Q0 = polar(rxΘ) 2 SO(3) is a pure rotation and U0 is a positive-definite symmetric tensor [14].
Based on the polar factor Q0, we define the orthonormal directors d0

1, d
0
2, d

0
3 in the reference configura-

tion Oj by

d0
i :¼ Q0ei, i:e: Q0 = d0

i � ei: ð7Þ

Furthermore, we introduce the elastic microrotation Qe as the composition

Qe :¼ Rj 8 Θ : Oh ! SO(3), Qe(x) :¼ Rj(Θ(x)), ð8Þ

where x :¼ (x1, x2, x3) = xiei. Then the orthonormal directors d1, d2, d3 in the current configuration Oc

are given by

di :¼ Qed
0
i , i:e: Qe = di � d0

i ; ð9Þ

these directors describe the orientation of the material points of the Cosserat medium and characterize
the microrotation field. Moreover, the total microrotation R is given by

R : Oh ! SO(3), R(x) :¼ Qe(x)Q0(x): ð10Þ

In particular,

R(x) = (di � d0
i )(d0

j � ej) = di(x)� ei: ð11Þ

Remark. We write the microrotation tensor R with a superposed bar in order to distinguish it from the
orthogonal factor R in the classical polar decomposition of the deformation gradient F=RU, which is
a common notational convention in nonlinear elasticity.

Figure 1. The reference configuration Oj of the shell, the current configuration Oc and the ‘‘fictitious flat Cartesian
configuration’’ Oh.
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The deformation gradient corresponding to the deformation uj is given by

Fj :¼ rjuj =
∂uj

∂ji

� ei, ð12Þ

whereas F denotes the gradient of the deformation function u with respect to x, i.e.

F :¼ rxu =
∂u

∂xi

� ei: ð13Þ

Thus,

Fj =F(rxΘ)�1 ð14Þ

because, owing to (3), (5) and the chain rule,

F=
∂uj

∂jj

∂jj

∂xi

� ei =
∂uj

∂jj

(ej � gi) � ei = (
∂uj

∂jj

� ej)(gi � ei) =Fj(rxΘ):

By virtue of (5) and (13), the relation (14) can also be written as

Fj =
∂u

∂xi

� ei

� �
(ej � gj) =

∂u

∂xi

� gi =u, i � gi, ð15Þ

where an index i preceded by a comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to xi.
For the non-symmetric Biot-type stretch tensor

Uj :¼ RT
j Fj and Ue(x) :¼ Uj(Θ(x)), ð16Þ

we find, using (8), (9) and (14),

Ue =QT
e F(rxΘ)�1 = (d0

i � di)(u, j � gj) = (u, j � di)(d0
i � gj): ð17Þ

We denote by 13 = gj � gj the three-dimensional unit tensor and introduce the non-symmetric strain
tensor

E :¼ Ue � 13 = (u, j � di � gj � d0
i )(d0

i � gj), ð18Þ

which is a Lagrangian strain measure for stretch [15]. As a Lagrangian strain measure for curvature
(orientation change), we employ the so-called wryness tensor (see, e.g., [16, 17])

Gj :¼ axl(RT
j ∂ji

Rj)� ei, ð19Þ

where axl( � ) is the axial vector of any skew-symmetric tensor and ∂ji
denotes the partial differentiation

with respect to ji. In the following, we show that

G = axl(QT
e Qe, k)� gk , where G(x) :¼ Gj(Θ(x)): ð20Þ

In order to establish (20), we need to show that

axl(QT
e Qe, k)� gk = axl(RT

j ∂ji
Rj)� ei: ð21Þ

First, using the chain rule, we find

Qe, k =
∂

∂xk

Rj(Θ(x)) =
∂Rj

∂ji

∂ji

∂xk

) QT
e Qe, k = (RT

j ∂ji
Rj)

∂ji

∂xk

: ð22Þ
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Since axl(A) =� 1
2
e : A for any skew-symmetric tensor A, where e is the alternating Ricci third-order

tensor (see, e.g., [17, 18]), relation (22) yields

axl(QT
e Qe, k) = axl(RT

j ∂ji
Rj)

∂ji

∂xk

: ð23Þ

Therefore, since ∂ji

∂xk
= ei � gk , Equation (21) and thus (20) holds.

Using the relation Qe =RQT
0 and the identity

Qaxl(A) = axl(QAQT ),

which is valid for any skew-symmetric tensor A and any Q 2 SO(3), we can write the relation (20) in the
alternative form

G =Q0½axl(R
T
R, i)� axl(QT

0Q0, i)� � gi: ð24Þ

The wryness tensor defined in (20) can also be written in the form

G = Ge(rxΘ)�1, where Ge :¼ axl(QT
e Qe, i)� ei: ð25Þ

For a detailed discussion on various strain measures of non-linear micropolar continua we refer to the
papers [15, 18].

We now turn to the constitutive relations. We assume that the elastically stored energy density
W (E,G) admits the additive split

W (E,G) = Wmp(E) + Wcurv(G) ð26Þ

into the elastic stretch (membrane) part Wmp and the curvature part Wcurv. For the elastic stretch part,
we assume the form

Wmp(E) = m k symEk2 + mc k skewEk2 + l
2

(trE)
2

= m k dev3 symEk2 + mc k skewEk2 + k
2

(trE)
2
,

ð27Þ

where l,m are the Lamé constants and k = 3l + 2m

3
is the bulk modulus of classical isotropic elasticity,

whereas mc ø 0 is called the Cosserat couple modulus [4, 19]; here, we also employ the well-known
operators

symX=
1

2
(X+XT ), skewX=

1

2
(X� XT ), dev3X=X� 1

3
(trX)13, ð28Þ

which represent the symmetric part, the skew-symmetric part and the deviatoric part, respectively, of
any three-dimensional tensor X. We also assume the standard restrictions

m . 0, k . 0 and mc ø 0 ð29Þ

on the constitutive coefficients.
For the curvature part Wcurv(G) of the energy density, we use the form [20]

Wcurv(G) = mL2
c(b1 k dev3 symGk2 + b2 k skewGk2 + b3(trG)2), ð30Þ

where b1, b2, b3 . 0 are dimensionless constitutive coefficients and the parameter Lc . 0 introduces an
internal length that is characteristic for the material and is responsible for size effects of the Cosserat
model. We note that the energy density (26) is a quadratic function, which corresponds to a physically
linear response.

Assuming that no external body and surface forces and no external volume or surface couples are
present, the deformation and the microrotation solve the geometrically nonlinear minimization problem
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I =

Z
Oj

eW (Fj,Rj)dV ! min w:r:t: (uj,Rj), ð31Þ

posed on Oj, where eW (Fj,Rj) = W (E,G) is the energy density. Making the change of variables
(j1, j2, j3) = Θ(x) in the above integral we can write the total energy functional I as the integral

I =

Z
Oh

(Wmp(E) + Wcurv(G))det½rxΘ(x)�dx: ð32Þ

over the Cartesian domain Oh. Under the constitutive assumptions (26)–(30), the existence of minimi-
zers for the minimization problem (31) for three-dimensional Cosserat models has been presented, e.g.,
in [20, 21], provided that, in addition, mc . 0.

In the following sections, we confine our attention to thin domains and deduce an improved Cosserat
shell model by dimensional reduction.

3. The three-dimensional problem on a thin domain

In the following, we assume that the parameter domain Oh � R
3 is a right cylinder of the form

Oh = (x1, x2, x3)j(x1, x2) 2 v, � h

2
\x3\

h

2

� �
= v × � h

2
,

h

2

� �
,

where v � R
2 is a plane domain and the constant length h . 0 is the thickness of the shell. For shell-like

bodies we assume the domain Oh to be thin, i.e. the length h to be small in comparison with its diameter.
Furthermore, for our purpose we assume that the parametric representation Θ has the form

Θ(x) = y0(x1, x2) + x3n0(x1, x2), n0 =
y0, 1 × y0, 2

k y0, 1 × y0, 2 k
, ð33Þ

i.e. that Θ maps the midsurface v of the parameter domain Oh onto the midsurface vj :¼ y0(v) of the
reference configuration Oj, whereas n0 is the unit normal vector to vj. The special form (33) is a classi-
cal representation in shell theory, see, e.g., [7, 9, 22].

3.1 Prerequisites from classical differential geometry of surfaces

In preparation for the dimensional reduction, we need to state a number of well-known formulae from
the differential geometry of surfaces in R

3 (applied to the reference midsurface vj) as well as additional
notational conventions. The midsurface vj of the reference configuration Oj admits the parametric rep-
resentation y0(x1, x2), with (x1, x2) 2 v. We introduce the covariant base vectors a1, a2 and the contravar-
iant base vectors a1, a2 in the tangent plane by

aa :¼ ∂y0

∂xa

= y0,a, ab � aa = db
a, a,b = 1, 2, ð34Þ

and let a3 = a3 = n0. The first fundamental tensor a of the surface vj is

a :¼ aa � aa = aaba
a � ab = aabaa � ab with aab = aa � ab, aab = aa � ab: ð35Þ

We denote by

a(x1, x2) :¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
det(aab)

2× 2

q
. 0

the quotient between the area element of vj and the area element of v. Let the operator Grads denote
the gradient on the surface, given for any field f on vj by

Grads f :¼ ∂f

∂xa

� aa = f, a � aa:
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Then a=Gradsy0. The second fundamental tensor b of the surface is expressed by

b :¼ �Gradsn0 =� n0,a � aa = baba
a � ab = ba

baa � ab,

bab =� n0,b � aa = bba, ba
b =� n0,b � aa;

ð36Þ

recall that the tensor b is symmetric. We also employ the usual notation for the mean curvature H and
the Gauß curvature K of the surface

2H :¼ trb= ba
a, K :¼ detb= det(ba

b)2× 2 =
1

2
½(trb)2 � tr(b2)�: ð37Þ

Then the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, applied to the tensor b, yields

b2 � 2H � b+ K � a= 0: ð38Þ

Finally, the so-called alternator tensor c of the surface [23] is given by

c :¼ �n0 × a=� a× n0 =
1

a
eabaa � ab = aeaba

a � ab, ð39Þ

where eab is the two-dimensional alternator with e12 =� e21 = 1, e11 = e22 = 0. Note that the tensor c is
skew-symmetric and satisfies c2 =� a. Furthermore, the tensors a, b and c defined above are planar, i.e.
tensors in the tangent plane of the surface, with a being the identity tensor in the tangent plane. The
notation introduced above will be used throughout the rest of the article.

3.2 Useful relations for the gradient of the mapping Θ

Next, we write the expressions of the base vectors gi, g
i, the gradientrxΘ and the inverse ½rxΘ��1 corre-

sponding to the special form of the mapping Θ given by (33). From (33)–(38) we get the known relations
(see, e.g., [24])

ga =Θ,a = aa + x3n0,a = (db
a � x3 bb

a)ab = (a� x3b)aa,

g3 = g3 = n0,

ga =
1

b(x3)
½da

b + x3(ba
b � 2H da

b)�ab =
1

b(x3)
½a+ x3(b� 2Ha)�aa

ð40Þ

with b(x3) :¼ 1� 2H x3 + K x2
3:

For the gradient of Θ we obtain from (5)1, 2 and (40)1, 2

rxΘ= gi � ei = (da
b � x3 ba

b)aa � eb + n0 � e3 ð41Þ

and

det(rxΘ) = a(x1, x2) � ½1� 2H x3 + K x2
3�= a(x1, x2) � b(x3) . 0: ð42Þ

We observe that b(x3) . 0 for x3 2 (� h
2
, h

2
) and sufficiently small h. Indeed, we assume that in general

h� R1 and h� R2,

where Ra = jKaj�1, Ka are the principal curvatures of the surface vj, with 2H = K1 + K2, K = K1K2, and
thus

b(x3) = (1� x3K1)(1� x3K2) . 0:

Similarly, from (5)2 and (40) we obtain
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½rxΘ��1 = ei � gi =
1

b(x3)
½da

b + x3(ba
b � 2H da

b)�ea � ab + e3 � n0

=
1

b(x3)
f(ei � ai) + x3½(ba

b � 2Hda
b)ea � ab � 2He3 � n0�+ x2

3Ke3 � n0g:
ð43Þ

By virtue of (42) and (43),

Cof(rxΘ) = det(rxΘ) � (rxΘ)�T

= a(x1, x2)f(ai � ei) + x3½(ba
b � 2Hda

b)ab � ea � 2H n0 � e3�+ x2
3 Kn0 � e3g:

ð44Þ

From (41), we also deduce

(rxΘ)T (rxΘ) = (dag � x3 bag)(dg
b � x3 b

g
b)ea � eb + e3 � e3: ð45Þ

Recall from (7) that d0
3 =Q0e3 for Q0 = polar(rxΘ). We will show that

d0
3 = n0: ð46Þ

To this aim, we first need to show that the symmetric positive-definite tensor U0, as defined by (6), has
the form

U0(x) = uab(x)ea � eb + e3 � e3, ð47Þ

with uab = uba and det(uab)2× 2 . 0. Indeed, owing to (6) and (45), we find

U2
0 = (rxΘ)T (rxΘ) = vab ea � eb + e3 � e3, ð48Þ

where vab = dab � 2x3bab + x2
3bagb

g
b. Let l1, l2, l3 . 0 be the eigenvalues of the tensor U0. From (48) we

see that U2
0 admits the eigenvalue 1 (with corresponding eigenvector e3). Consequently, l3 = 1 is an

eigenvalue of U0 and, thus, trU0 = l1 + l2 + 1, tr(CofU0) = l1l2 + l1 + l2, and detU0 = l1l2. Hence,
the characteristic equation of U0 is

U3
0 � (l1 + l2 + 1)U2

0 + (l1l2 + l1 + l2)U0 � (l1l2)13 = 0 ,
U0½U2

0 + (l1l2 + l1 + l2)13�= (l1 + l2 + 1)U2
0 + (l1l2)13 ,

U0½(vab + (l1l2 + l1 + l2)dab)ea � eb + (l1l2 + l1 + l2 + 1)e3 � e3�
= ½(l1 + l2 + 1)vab + (l1l2)dab�ea � eb + (l1l2 + l1 + l2 + 1)e3 � e3:

ð49Þ

Since the eigenvalues of the matrix (vab)2× 2 are l2
1 and l2

2, we find

det(vab + (l1l2 + l1 + l2)dab)2× 2 = (l2
1 + l1l2 + l1 + l2)(l2

2 + l1l2 + l1 + l2)

= (l1 + l2)2(l1 + 1)(l2 + 1) . 0:

Hence, the matrix (vab + (l1l2 + l1 + l2)dab)2× 2 is invertible and we denote its inverse by (wab)2× 2.
Then (49) implies

U0 = (l1 + l2 + 1)vab + (l1l2)dab

� �
ea � eb + (l1 + 1)(l2 + 1)e3 � e3

	 

wabea � eb +

e3 � e3

(l1 + 1)(l2 + 1)

� �
,

and by multiplication on the right-hand side we see that U0 does indeed have the form (47), which in
turn implies

U0 e3 = e3 ) e3 =U�1
0 e3:

Therefore, and in view of (6), (7) and (41),
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d0
3 =Q0 e3 = (rxΘ)U�1

0 e3 = (rxΘ)e3 = n0,

which establishes the relation (46). This means that the initial director d0
3 is chosen along the normal to

the reference midsurface (the ‘‘material filament’’ of the shell), whereas fd0
1, d

0
2g is an orthonormal basis

in the tangent plane of vj. Then, we can express the tensors a and c defined by (35) and (39) in the alter-
native forms

a= d0
a � d0

a, c= eabd
0
a � d0

b: ð50Þ

In the current configuration Oc the director d3 is no longer orthogonal to the deformed surface
vc :¼ u(v) and the vectors d1, d2 are not tangent to this surface. The deviation of the director d3 from
the normal vector to vc describes the transverse shear deformation of shells. Moreover, the rotations of
fd1, d2g about the director d3 describe the so-called drilling rotations in shells (see [25]).

3.3 Stress tensors of Piola–Kirchhoff type

We consider the analogue of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor from classical elasticity theory,
given by the derivative

S2(E) :¼ DEWmp(E) ð51Þ

and the analogue of the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor given by

S1(F,R) :¼ DF
eWmp(F,R), ð52Þ

where eWmp(F,R) = Wmp(E) is the elastic stretch part of the energy density, expressed as a function of the
deformation gradient F and the total microrotation R. Note that

DF
eWmp(F,R) =Qe½DEWmp(E)�(rxΘ)�T ) S1(F,R) =QeS2(E)(rxΘ)�T : ð53Þ

Then, in view of (27) and (51) we find

S2(E) = 2msymE+ 2mc skewE+ l(trE)13,

S1(F,R) =Qe½2msymE+ 2mc skewE+ l(trE)13�(rxΘ)�T :
ð54Þ

We note that the tensor S2 is not symmetric in general, with its skew-symmetric part being governed by
the Cosserat couple modulus mc.

As usual in the theory of shells, we shall assume that the stress vectors on the upper and lower surfaces
(major surfaces) of the shell have null normal components, i.e.

½S1(F,R) � e3� � d3 = 0 for x3 = 6
h

2
: ð55Þ

In view of (40) we see indeed that ga � n0 = 0, which means that n0 is also normal to the major surfaces of
the shell (i.e. the upper and lower surfaces, characterized by x3 = 6 h

2
). Then the outward unit normals to

the shell boundary are n0 for x3 = h
2
and �n0 for x3 =� h

2
, respectively.

A similar condition to (55) was also employed in the derivation of the Koiter shell model from three-
dimensional nonlinear elasticity (see, e.g., [26, 27]).

Using (53) and QT
e d3 = d0

3 = n0 we can write (55) in the form

½S2(E)(rxΘ)�T � e3� � n0 = 0 for x3 = 6
h

2
, i:e:

½S2(E) � n0� � n0 = 0 for x3 = 6
h

2
,

ð56Þ
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since (rxΘ)�T � e3 = n0 from (43). A simplified approximate form of (56) can be obtained in the limit as
h! 0. Indeed, if we denote by f the function with

f (z) :¼ f½S2(E)�x3 = z � n0g � n0 for z 2 ½� h

2
,

h

2
�, ð57Þ

then from the Taylor expansion of f (z) about z = 0 we find

f h
2

 �
+ f �h

2

 �
= 2f (0) + O(h2), f h

2

 �
� f �h

2

 �
= hf 0(0) + O(h3), ð58Þ

where

f (0) = S2(E)
� �

x3 = 0
� n0

n o
� n0, f 0(0) =

∂

∂x3

S2(E)

� �
x3 = 0

� n0

( )
� n0: ð59Þ

In view of (56) and (57), we find f h
2

 �
= f �h

2

 �
= 0, and the relations (58) yield f (0) = O(h2) and

f 0(0) = O(h2). In the limit as h! 0, the conditions (56) are therefore approximated by f (0) = 0 and
f 0(0) = 0, i.e. (in view of (59))

S2(E)
� �

x3 = 0
� n0

n o
� n0 = 0,

∂

∂x3

S2(E)

� �
x3 = 0

� n0

( )
� n0 = 0: ð60Þ

These relations will be used for the dimensional reduction procedure in the next section.

4 The 8-parameter ansatz

In the following, we want to find a reasonable approximation (us,Rs) of the functions (u,R) involving
only two-dimensional quantities and show that this approximation is appropriate for shell-like bodies
(here the subscript s denotes shell).

We assume first that the total microrotation Rs : Oh ! SO(3) in the thin shell do not depend on the
thickness variable x3, i.e. we set

Rs(x1, x2) =R(x), ð61Þ

which is in line with the assumed thinness and material homogeneity of the structure. In the reference
configuration, we similarly consider

Q0(x) =Q0(x1, x2): ð62Þ

In other words, the directors d0
i and dj are assumed to dependent only on the midsurface coordinates

(x1, x2):

d0
i (x) = d0

i (x1, x2), dj(x) = dj(x1, x2), i, j = 1, 2, 3: ð63Þ

For the elastic microrotation we obtain from (61) and (62):

Qe =Rs(x1, x2)QT
0 (x1, x2) =Qe(x1, x2): ð64Þ

In the engineering shell community it is well known [28–30] that the ansatz for the deformation over
the thickness should be at least quadratic in order to avoid the so-called Poisson thickness locking and
to fully capture the three-dimensional kinematics without artificial modification of the material laws;
see the detailed discussion of this point in [31] and compare with [32-36]. We consider therefore the fol-
lowing 8-parameter quadratic ansatz in the thickness direction for the reconstructed total deformation
us : Oh � R

3 ! R
3 of the shell-like structure
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us(x) =m(x1, x2) + (x3 .m(x1, x2) +
x2

3

2
.b(x1, x2))d3(x1, x2), ð65Þ

where d3 =Rs(x1, x2)e3 =Qe(x1, x2)n0 is the third director and m : v � R
2 ! R

3 takes on the role of the
deformation of the midsurface of the shell viewed as a parametrized surface. The yet indeterminate func-
tions .m, .b : v � R

2 ! R allow in principle for symmetric thickness stretch (.m 6¼ 1) and asymmetric
thickness stretch (.b 6¼ 0) about the midsurface.

We can now explicitly express the deformation gradient and strain measures corresponding to the
assumed form of the deformation field (65) and microrotation (61). In view of the relations (15) and
(40), the (reconstructed) deformation gradient has the form

Fs:¼ rj us =
∂us

∂xi

� gi =us,a � ga +us, 3 � n0

=
1

b(x3)
½m,a + x3(.md3),a +

x2
3

2
(.bd3),a� � aa½a+ x3(b� 2Ha)�+ (.m + x3.b)d3 � n0

=
1

b(x3)
½Gradsm+ x3Grads(.md3) +

x2
3

2
Grads(.bd3)�½a+ x3(b� 2Ha)�

+ (.m + x3.b)d3 � n0:

ð66Þ

Then from (18), we find

Es :¼ QT
e Fs � 13

=
1

b(x3)
½QT

e Gradsm+ x3Q
T
e Grads(.md3) +

x2
3

2
QT

e Grads(.bd3)�½a+ x3(b� 2Ha)�

+ (.m + x3.b)n0 � n0 � 13

ð67Þ

and from (20) and (64) we obtain

Gs:¼ axl(QT
e Qe, i)� gi = axl(QT

e Qe,a)� ga

=
1

b(x3)
axl(QT

e Qe,a)� aa½a+ x3(b� 2Ha)�:
ð68Þ

Next, we want to express the above tensors (67) and (68) with the help of strain measures used in the
general nonlinear shell theory [10]. Therefore, we introduce the elastic shell strain tensor Ee and the elas-
tic shell bending–curvature tensor Ke, which are tensor fields on the surface vj defined by [7, 9, 10, 13, 25]

Ee:¼ QT
e Gradsm� a= (m,a � di � aa � d0

i )d0
i � aa,

Ke:¼ QT
e axl(Qe,aQ

T
e )� aa = axl(QT

e Qe,a)� aa

= (d2,a � d3 � d0
2,a � d0

3)d0
1 � aa + (d3,a � d1 � d0

3,a � d0
1)d0

2 � aa

+ (d1,a � d2 � d0
1,a � d0

2)d0
3 � aa:

ð69Þ

Then

cKe = (d0
1 � d0

2 � d0
2 � d0

1)Ke = (d3,a � d1 � d0
3,a � d0

1)d0
1 � aa � (d2,a � d3 � d0

2,a � d0
3)d0

2 � aa

= (d0
1 � d1 + d0

2 � d2)(d3,a � aa)� (d0
1 � d0

1 + d0
2 � d0

2)(d0
3,a � aa)

=QT
e Gradsd3 � aGradsn0 =QT

e Gradsd3 + b,

which means

QT
e Gradsd3 = cKe � b: ð70Þ
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We also find

QT
e Grads(.md3) =QT

e ½(.md3),a � aa�=QT
e (.md3,a � aa + .m,ad3 � aa)

= .mQ
T
e Gradsd3 + .m,ad

0
3 � aa = .m(cKe � b) + .m,an0 � aa

ð71Þ

and, analogously,

QT
e Grads(.bd3) = .b(cKe � b) + .b,an0 � aa: ð72Þ

Using the relations (69)–(72) and the decomposition

13 = a+ n0 � n0 =
1

b(x3)
½a� x3 2Ha+ x2

3 Ka�+ n0 � n0,

we can express the tensors (67) and (68) in terms of the shell strain measures Ee and Ke by

Es =
1

b(x3)
fEe + x3½Ee(b� 2H a) + b+ .m(cKe � b) + .m,an0 � aa�

+ x2
3½.mcK

e(b� 2Ha) +
1

2
.b(cKe � b) + .m,an0 � aa(b� 2Ha) +

1

2
.b,an0 � aa�

+
x3

3

2
½.b cK

e(b� 2Ha) + .bKa+ .b,an0 � aa(b� 2H a)�g+ ½(.m � 1) + x3.b�n0 � n0,

Gs =
1

b(x3)
Ke½a+ x3(b� 2H a)�:

ð73Þ

In what follows, we shall determine the coefficients .m and .b by imposing the conditions (60) on the
strain tensor E=Es. In view of (54)1 and (73)1,

S2(Es) = 2mEs + 2(mc � m)skewEs + l(trEs)13 ð74Þ

as well as

½S2(Es)�x3 = 0 =S2(Esjx3 = 0),

∂

∂x3

S2(Es)

� �
x3 = 0

= 2m
∂Es

∂x3

� �
x3 = 0

+ 2(mc � m)skew
∂Es

∂x3

� �
x3 = 0

+ l
∂(trEs)

∂x3

� �
x3 = 0

13:
ð75Þ

Moreover, from (73)1 we obtain

½Es�x3 = 0 =Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0,

∂Es

∂x3

� �
x3 = 0

= (Ee + a)b+ .m(cKe � b) + .m,an0 � aa + .bn0 � n0

ð76Þ

and

trEs =
1

b(x3)
trEe + x3 tr(E

e(b� 2H a)) + 2H(1� .m) + .m tr(cKe)½ �f

+ x2
3½.m tr(cKe(b� 2Ha)) +

1

2
.b(tr(cKe)� 2H)�

+
x3

3

2
½.b tr(cKe(b� 2Ha)) + 2.bK�

�
+ ½(.m � 1) + x3.b�,

∂(trEs)

∂x3

� �
x3 = 0

= tr(Eeb) + 2H(1� .m) + .m tr(cKe) + .b:

ð77Þ

Inserting (75)1 and (76)1 in (60)1 we find
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n0 � fS2(½Es�x3 = 0) � n0g= 0

, n0 � f½2m(Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0) + 2(mc � m)skewEe + l½(trEe) + (.m � 1)�13� � n0g= 0

, 2m(.m � 1) + l½(trEe) + (.m � 1)�= 0,

which yields the expression

.m = 1� l

l + 2m
(trEe) ð78Þ

for the coefficient .m. Similarly, by inserting (76)2, (77)2 in (75)2 and (60)2 we find

n0 � ∂
∂x3

S2(Es)
h i

x3 = 0
� n0

� �
= 0

, n0 � 2m½(Ee + a)b+ .m(cKe � b) + .m,an0 � aa + .bn0 � n0�
�	
+ 2(mc � m) ½skew((Ee + a)b) + .m skew(cKe) + .m,a skew(n0 � aa) �
+ l tr(Eeb) + 2H(1� .m) + .m tr(cKe) + .b½ �13� � n0g= 0

, 2mrb + l tr(Eeb) + 2H(1� .m) + .m tr(cKe) + .b½ �= 0,

i.e. we can express the coefficient .b in the form

.b =� l

l + 2m
tr(Eeb) + .m tr(cKe) + 2H(1� .m)½ �: ð79Þ

Since we consider a physically linear model, we shall neglect the quadratic terms in the deformation mea-
sures Ee and Ke, when replacing .m given by (78) into the relation (79). Thus, we obtain the following
approximate expression for .b (as a simplified form of relation (79)):

.b =� l

l + 2m
tr(Eeb+ cKe): ð80Þ

In other words, we use the approximation .m ’ 1 in (79) to obtain (80). Indeed, we observe that the ref-
erence values .0

m and .0
b of the parameters .m and .b are given by

.0
m = 1, .0

b = 0: ð81Þ

5 Dimensionally reduced energy: analytical integration through the thickness

In order to integrate the strain energy density through the thickness, we shall use a further simplification
of the form of the deformation gradient, appropriate for thin shells. Thus, we approximate the (recon-
structed) deformation gradient (66) by

eFs :¼ 1

b(x3)
½Gradsm+ x3Gradsd3�½a+ x3(b� 2Ha)�+ (.m + x3.b)d3 � n0: ð82Þ

To obtain the simplified form (82) from (66), we have used the approximations Grads(.md3) ’ Gradsd3

and Grads(.bd3) ’ 0 of the gradients as well as .m ’ 1 and .b ’ 0, cf. (81). Accordingly, for the strain
tensor corresponding to Es in (73)1 we find the simplified form
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eEs :¼QT
e
eFs � 13 =

1

b(x3)
fEe + x3½Ee(b� 2Ha) + cKe�+ x2

3 cK
e(b� 2H a)g

+ ½(.m � 1) + x3.b�n0 � n0,

which can be written as a product in the form

eEs =
1

b(x3)
f½Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0�+ x3½Ee(b� 2Ha) + cKe + (2H(1� .m) + .b)n0 � n0�

+ x2
3½cKe(b� 2Ha) + (K(.m � 1)� 2H.b)n0 � n0�+ x3

3K.bn0 � n0g:
ð83Þ

We denote by A1 and A2 the following coefficients of n0 � n0 appearing in (83)

A1 :¼ 2H(1� .m) + .b =� l

l + 2m
tr½Ee(b� 2Ha) + cKe�,

A2 :¼ K(.m � 1)� 2H.b =
l

l + 2m
f2H tr½Eeb+ cKe� � K trEeg,

ð84Þ

with rm and rb given by (78) and (80), respectively. In the following, we want to find the expression of
the strain energy density

W = Wmp(eEs) + Wcurv(Gs)

and to integrate it over the thickness, according to (32). To this aim, we introduce the bilinear forms

Wmp3(S,T):¼ mhsymS, symTi+ mchskewS, skewTi+ l

2
(trS)(trT)

= mhdev3 symS, dev3 symTi+ mchskewS, skewTi+ k

2
(trS)(trT),

Wcurv3(S,T):¼ mL2
c ½b1hdev3 symS, dev3 symTi+ b2hskewS, skewTi+ b3(trS)(trT)�,

ð85Þ

for any second-order tensors S, T in the Euclidean 3-space. We also denote the corresponding quadratic
forms by

Wmp(S) :¼ Wmp3(S,S), Wcurv(S) :¼ Wcurv3(S,S), ð86Þ

in accordance with the notation in (27) and (30). Thus, using (83) and the notations from (84)–(86), we
find

Wmp(eEs) =
1

b2(x3)
Wmp(½Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0�+ x3½(Eeb+ cKe)� 2HEe + A1n0 � n0�

+ x2
3½cKeb� 2HcKe + A2n0 � n0�+ x3

3K.bn0 � n0):

ð87Þ

In order to perform the integration over the thickness, we write the right-hand side of (87) as a polyno-
mial function in x3 with the coefficients Ck , i.e.

Wmp(eEs) =
1

b2(x3)

X6

k = 0

Ck(x1, x2)xk
3

 !
, ð88Þ

where
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C0(x1, x2) :¼ Wmp(Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0),

C1(x1, x2) :¼ 2Wmp3(Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0, (Eeb+ cKe)� 2H Ee + A1n0 � n0),

C2(x1, x2) :¼ Wmp((Eeb+ cKe)� 2H Ee + A1n0 � n0)

+ 2Wmp3(Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0, cK
eb� 2H cKe + A2n0 � n0),

C3(x1, x2) :¼ 2Wmp3(Ee + (rm � 1)n0 � n0, K.bn0 � n0)

+ 2Wmp3((Eeb+ cKe)� 2H Ee + A1n0 � n0, cK
eb� 2H cKe + A2n0 � n0),

C4(x1, x2) :¼ Wmp(cKeb� 2H cKe + A2n0 � n0)

+ 2Wmp3((Eeb+ cKe)� 2H Ee + A1n0 � n0, K.bn0 � n0),

C5(x1, x2) :¼ 2Wmp3(cKeb� 2H cKe + A2n0 � n0, K.bn0 � n0),

C6(x1, x2) :¼ Wmp(K.bn0 � n0):

ð89Þ

Since x3 2 � h
2
, h

2

 �
is small for small h, we employ the series expansion

1

b(x3)
=

1

1� 2H x3 + K x2
3

= 1 + 2H x3 + (4H2 � K)x2
3 + (8H3 � 4HK)x3

3 + (K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)x4
3 + O(x5

3)

ð90Þ

and relation (42) to computeZ
Oh

Wmp(eEs)det½rxΘ(x)�dx=

Z
Oh

(
X6

k = 0

Ck(x1, x2)xk
3 )½1 + 2H x3 + (4H2 � K)x2

3

+ (8H3 � 4HK)x3
3 + (K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)x4

3 + O(x5
3)�a(x1, x2)dx1dx2dx3

=

Z
v

fhC0 +
h3

12
½(4H2 � K)C0 + 2H C1 + C2�+

h5

80
½(K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)C0

+ (8H3 � 4HK)C1 + (4H2 � K)C2 + 2H C3 + C4�ga(x1, x2)dx1dx2 + O(h7):

ð91Þ

In view of (91), we need to find appropriate expressions for the coefficients C0, C1, C2, C3, C4 defined by
(89). We therefore denote by Wmixt(S,T) the bilinear form

Wmixt(S,T) :¼ mhsymS, symTi+ mchskewS, skewTi+ lm

l + 2m
(trS)(trT)

= mhdev3 symS, dev3 symTi+ mchskewS, skewTi+ 2m(2l + m)

3(l + 2m)
(trS)(trT),

Wm(S) :¼ Wmixt(S,S):

ð92Þ

Observe that, since k
2
� l2

2(l + 2m) = 2m(2l + m)
3(l + 2m) ,

Wmixt(S,T) = Wmp3(S,T)� l2

2(l + 2m)
(trS)(trT): ð93Þ

Using the notations from (85), (92), we also obtain the useful relations (cf. Appendix A)
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Wmp3(S+ an0 � n0,T+ bn0 � n0) = Wmp3(S,T) +
l

2
(atrT+ btrS) +

l + 2m

2
ab,

Wmp3(S� l

l + 2m
(trS)n0 � n0, T+ bn0 � n0) = Wmixt(S,T),

ð94Þ

which hold for all tensors of the form S= Sig d
0
i � ag, T= Tig d

0
i � ag and any coefficients a,b 2 R. By

virtue of (94)2 and (78), (84), we find

Wmp3(Ee + (.m � 1)n0 � n0, T+ bn0 � n0) = Wmixt(E
e,T),

Wmp3((Eeb+ cKe)� 2H Ee + A1n0 � n0, T+ bn0 � n0) = Wmixt(E
eb+ cKe � 2H Ee, T),

Wmp(cKeb� 2H cKe + A2n0 � n0) = Wm(cKeb� 2H cKe) +
l2

2(l + 2m)
½tr((Eeb+ cKe)b)�2

ð95Þ

for any tensor T= Tig d
0
i � ag and any coefficient b 2 R. From (89) and (95) we obtain

C0 = Wm(Ee),

C1 = 2Wmixt(E
e, Eeb+ cKe � 2H Ee) =� 4H Wm(Ee) + 2Wmixt(E

e, Eeb+ cKe),

C2 = Wm(Eeb+ cKe � 2H Ee) + 2Wmixt(E
e, cKeb� 2H cKe),

C3 = 2Wmixt(E
eb+ cKe � 2H Ee, cKeb� 2H cKe),

C4 = Wm(cKeb� 2H cKe) +
l2

2(l + 2m)
½tr((Eeb+ cKe)b)�2:

ð96Þ

With the help of the relations (96) we can express the two square brackets appearing in the right-hand
side of (91) by

(4H2 � K)C0 + 2H C1 + C2 =� K Wm(Ee) + Wm(Eeb+ cKe) + 2Wmixt(E
e, cKeb� 2H cKe)

and

(K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)C0 + (8H3 � 4HK)C1 + (4H2 � K)C2 + 2H C3 + C4

=� K Wm(Eeb+ cKe) + Wm((Eeb+ cKe)b) +
l2

2(l + 2m)
½tr((Eeb+ cKe)b)�2

=� K Wm(Eeb+ cKe) + Wmp((Eeb+ cKe)b),

ð97Þ

respectively. Inserting (97) into (91) (and neglecting the terms of order O(h7)) we obtain the following
result for the integration:Z

Oh

Wmp(eEs) det½rxΘ(x)�dx

=

Z
v

½(h� K
h3

12
)Wm(Ee) +

h3

12
� K

h5

80

� �
Wm(Eeb+ cKe)

+
h3

12
2Wmixt(E

e, cKeb� 2H cKe) +
h5

80
Wmp((Eeb+ cKe)b)�a(x1, x2)dx1dx2:

ð98Þ

Analogously, we integrate the curvature part of the strain energy density, according to (32), (42), (73)2
and (90):
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Z
Oh

Wcurv(G) det rxΘ(x)½ ��dx=

Z
Oh

Wcurv Ke + x3 Keb� 2H Keð Þð Þ a(x1, x2)

b(x3)
dx

=

Z
Oh

(D0 + D1 x3 + D2 x2
3 ) 1 + 2H x3 + (4H2 � K)x2

3 + (8H3 � 4HK)x3
3

�
+ (K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)x4

3 + O(x5
3)
�
a(x1, x2)dx1dx2dx3

=

Z
v

hD0 +
h3

12
(4H2 � K)D0 + 2H D1 + D2

� �
+

h5

80
(K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)D0

��
+ (8H3 � 4HK)D1 + (4H2 � K)D2

�

a(x1, x2)dx1dx2 + O(h7),

ð99Þ

where we have denoted by Dk the coefficients of xk
3 (k = 0, 1, 2) in the expression

Wcurv(Ke + x3 (Keb� 2H Ke)) = D0(x1, x2) + D1(x1, x2)x3 + D2(x1, x2)x2
3, i:e:

D0 :¼ Wcurv(Ke), D1 :¼ 2Wcurv3(Ke, Keb� 2H Ke), D2 :¼ Wcurv(Keb� 2H Ke):
ð100Þ

We write the coefficients of h3

12
and h5

80
in (99) with the help of (100)2, 3, 4 as

(4H2 � K)D0 + 2H D1 + D2 =� K Wcurv(Ke) + Wcurv(Keb)

(K2 � 12H2K + 16H4)D0 + (8H3 � 4HK)D1 + (4H2 � K)D2 = K2 Wcurv(Ke)� 4HK Wcurv3(Ke, Keb)

+ (4H2 � K)Wcurv(Keb)

=� K Wcurv(Keb) + Wcurv(Keb2):

ð101Þ

Inserting (101) into (99) (and neglecting the terms of order O(h7)) we arrive at the following result for
the integration of the curvature part:Z

Oh

Wcurv(G)det½rxΘ(x)�dx

=

Z
v

h� K
h3

12

� �
Wcurv(Ke) +

h3

12
� K

h5

80

� �
Wcurv(Keb) +

h5

80
Wcurv(Keb2)

� �
aðx1; x2Þdx1dx2:

ð102Þ

Finally, from (32), (98) and (102) we see that the total energy functional I for shells has the form

I =

Z
v

½Wmemb(Ee, Ke) + Wbend(Ke)�a(x1, x2)dx1dx2, ð103Þ

where the membrane part Wmemb(Ee, Ke) and the bending–curvature part Wbend(Ke) of the shell energy
density are given by

Wmemb(Ee, Ke) = h� K
h3

12

� �
Wm(Ee) +

h3

12
� K

h5

80

� �
Wm(Eeb+ cKe)

+
h3

12
2Wmixt(E

e, cKeb� 2H cKe) +
h5

80
Wmp((Eeb+ cKe)b),

Wbend(Ke) = h� K
h3

12

� �
Wcurv(Ke) +

h3

12
� K

h5

80

� �
Wcurv(Keb) +

h5

80
Wcurv(Keb2),

ð104Þ

with Wm, Wmixt, Wmp and Wcurv given by (86) and (92).

6 Conclusions and final remarks

Starting with a three-dimensional Cosserat model, we perform a dimensional reduction and derive a
two-dimensional shell model. Beginning with the 8-parameter ansatz (65), we determine subsequently
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two of the parameters (namely .m in (78) and .b in (80)), using the generalized plane stress condition
(55). Thus, we finally obtain a 6-parameter model for Cosserat shells.

The dimensionally reduced strain energy density for shells is obtained by explicit analytic integration
through the thickness, retaining all the terms up to the order O(h5). This energy density for shells admits
the additive split (103) into the membrane part Wmemb(Ee, Ke) and the bending–curvature part Wbend(Ke)
and is expressed as a quadratic function of the elastic shell strain tensor Ee and the elastic shell bending–
curvature tensor Ke. These strain measures are commonly used in the general nonlinear shell theory, see
e.g. [7-9]. The coefficients of this strain energy density for shells also depend on the initial curvature of
the reference midsurface via the second fundamental tensor b, the mean curvature H = 1

2
trb and the

Gauß curvature K = detb, see (104).
We remark that the specific form (104) of the strain energy density satisfies all invariance properties

required by the local symmetry group of isotropic shells, established in the general 6-parameter theory
of shells in [10, Section 9].

To show existence results for the nonlinear Cosserat shell model established here, one might apply
the results from [13]. Thus, this model is indeed viable for applications and can directly be implemented
to numerically solve nonlinear shell problems with large rotations and curved initial configurations,
cf. [37].
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Appendix A

In this appendix we prove the relations (94) by a straightforward calculation: in view of the definition
(85),

Wmp3(S+ an0 � n0, T+ bn0 � n0) = mhsymS+ an0 � n0, symT+ bn0 � n0 i ð105Þ

+ mchskewS, skewTi+ l

2
(trS+ a)(trT+ b):

Since S= Sig d
0
i � ag, T= Tig d

0
i � ag, we find hsymS, n0 � n0 i= 0, hsymT, n0 � n0 i= 0 and thus

Wmp3(S+ an0 � n0, T+ bn0 � n0) = mhsymS, symTi+ l

2
(trS)(trT) + mchskewS, skewTi

+ mabhn0 � n0, n0 � n0 i+
l

2
(atrT+ btrS) +

l

2
ab

= Wmp3(S,T) +
l

2
(atrT+ btrS) +

l + 2m

2
ab,

ð106Þ

which means that the relation (94)1 holds true, for any a,b 2 R.
If we write (94)1 with a = �l

l + 2m
(trS), then using formula (93) we obtain

Wmp3 S� l

l + 2m
(trS)n0 � n0, T+ bn0 � n0

� �
= Wmp3(S,T) +

l

2

�l

l + 2m
(trS)(trT) + btrS

� �
+

l + 2m

2
� �l

l + 2m
(trS)b

= Wmp3(S,T)� l2

2(l + 2m)
(trS)(trT) = Wmixt(S,T),

ð107Þ

which shows the relation (94)2.
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